
FOOTWEAR

My own journey with hiking footwear began in 2015 with beautiful bright red Lowa Renegades that gave me so much pain. I’ve learned some things since, 
but I’m still searching for a pair that doesn’t hurt. My experience with ‘difficult feet’ has greatly influenced my resolve to improve foot shape representation.



I solicited responses to the survey in over a 
dozen Facebook and Reddit hiking forums, 

most of which were region-specific, 
covering 11 states in all corners of the US.  

This yielded over 1,500 responses. 

I wrote a Python script to remove double 
submissions and empty responses, 

categorize write-in responses, and transform 
the fields and values to be easier to 
investigate in Tableau, leaving me with 1,488 

rows and 210 fields of categorical data. 

My experiences with hiking footwear have given me valuable perspective, but
engaging with customers and witnessing their struggles is what really motivated 

me to pursue hiking footwear design. Certain issues have captured my interest, but I would like data to 
back up my observations if I hope to use them to inform my work. To do this, I created a 32 question 

survey, aimed to collect nearly every piece of
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• Experience with pain and blisters
• Budget restrictions

• Experience with gendered size and design
• Online v. in person shopping habits

• Features that are challenging to find
• Fit difficulties and foot conditions
• Sock and insole preferences

• Shoe/boot/trail runner/sandal preference
• Experiences with specific brands

• Shoe size and width
• Number of years and frequency hiking
• Age, sex at birth, gender identity

information that could affect a hiker’s experience 
wearing or shopping for hiking footwear, including…

PURPOSE



Day hiking footwear preference

Shoe selection method

Hiking experience Footwear preference by hiking experience

With social media users tending to be younger and more 
likely to use the internet, it is no surprise that respondents to 
the survey, posted on Facebook and Reddit, skew young 
and are much more likely to search for shoes online than in a 
store. Likewise, it makes sense that posting in hiking specific 
forums captured relatively experienced and engaged hikers. 
Over 90% have been hiking for at least three years and over 
70% go on more than ten hikes per year. 

These trends have a definite impact on some of the results. 
For example, trail runners are an increasingly popular choice 
for hikers, but I know that they are not twice as popular as 

any other option, as the figure below shows. Indeed, the
next figures indicate that more experienced and more 
frequent hikers are more likely to wear trail runners. 

Fortunately, I’m less interested in finding the prevalence of a 
trait in all hikers and more interested in comparing the 
experience of hikers with a trait to hikers without. My 
selection method introduced bias but it also enabled me to 
gather the amount of responses necessary to examine 
sparsely represented groups of hikers.  Further, information 
about shoe fit, which interests me most, should be least 
affected by this bias. 

Age Gender identity by age

PARTICIPANT
DEMOGRAPHICS

Gender identity



Thus, the foot shapes above are relative to 
reported shoe fit. “Wide forefoot,” for example, 
refers to people who checked “Narrow in the front 
of the foot” and nothing else.  While it’s likely that 
the feet of people who experience this actually 
vary in shape somewhat, I know they all want 
more forefoot width in shoes. I could not say the
same if I had exact measurements of feet, as 
various foot conditions could cause “identical” 
feet to accept shoes differently.

Combining the 10 variables on shoe fit resulted in 
123 groups of individuals with the same fit issues. 
Most were small, 90 having fewer than 7 members. 
The 7 groups with at least 40 members, my 
minimum for making comparisons, represented 

SHOE FIT &
FOOT SHAPE

common, mostly single variable, fit problems. 
Multiple fit issues are highly consequential, so in 
order to include those less common foot types, I 
grouped similar combinations together. I 
combined groups only when I felt they could be 
served by the same footwear. For example, 
appropriate lacing could make a shoe suitable 
for low or average volume feet.

The following categories include multiple 
combinations. As with the other foot shapes, if 
heel or volume are not mentioned, they are 

Many shoe fittings have taught me that people 
are more aware of how their feet are shaped 
relative to most shoes than relative to most feet, 
so I decided to get information about foot 
shape by asking about shoes. As I am most 
interested in underserved feet, I asked only 
participants who have an issue with hiking shoe 
fit to describe in what ways shoes commonly 
don’t fit, using widely accessible language. 

“average,” meaning not selected on the fit question.

Wide, avg/high volume:
Wide in the midfoot and forefoot, average or high
volume 

Wide front, high volume:
Wide forefoot, average or wide toes, high volume 

Wide front, avg/high volume, narrow heel: 
Wide forefoot, average or wide toes, average or high 
volume, narrow heel

Narrow, avg/low volume: 
Narrow midfoot and forefoot, average or low volume, 
average or narrow heel

Wide toes, avg/high volume, narrow heel: 
Wide toes, average or high volume, narrow heel

Problematic foot shapes



FOOT SHAPE 
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Gendered footwear 
experience

Gender experience by width/gender

Wears wide by gender identity

Difference in male and female
foot shape is inherently a matter of 
sex, but the problematic foot 
shapes I’ve identified are relative 
to how shoes usually fit someone, 
which depends on what shoes 
they have tried, which depends 
upon both their sex at birth and 
gender identity. Gendered sizing, 
gendered design, and sex-specific 
design together create a very 
different set of footwear options 
for men and women. Sex-specific 
design aims to improve most fit 
experiences, but combined with 
gendered sizing and design, it 
creates extra fit difficulties for 
transgender individuals. To assess 
the effectiveness of sex-specific 
design intentions, looking at 
experiences of female feet with 
women’s footwear and male feet 
with men’s footwear, I will look at 
only cisgender individuals. 

Gendered footwear experience by wears wide

Problematic foot shapes by gender

Cisgender 
woman

Cisgender 
man

Cisgender 
woman

Cisgender 
man

Cisgender women Cisgender men% of
Total              Count

% of
Total              Count

The figures above show which problematic foot shapes were most prevalent in 
men and women.  Both men and women are most likely to have an issue with 
a shoe’s toe box being too narrow, but the similarities end there. For women, 
multiple fit issues were more common than single fit issues, with 12% of 
women’s fit issues related to both forefoot width and average to high volume.  
Narrow and low volume fit problems are less common, but still, together 8% of 
women reported problems because of narrow feet, low volume, or both.  8% 
of women also had problems with both a narrow heel and wide forefoot or 
toes. Fewer trends are apparent in men’s most common problematic shapes, 
with 21% of men having a single fit issue and the top 5 most common issues 
having nothing in common. The connectedness of the problems women 
reported suggests to me that the shoe industry has not yet succeeded in 
centering the women’s shoe shape on female feet. I would guess that

successful sex-specific design would still result in fit 
difficulties, but they would look more like the ones 
that men have: unrelated. 

The most commonly held belief about the difference 
between male and female feet (besides difference 
in length) is that female feet are narrower. While 
data from the survey cannot shed light on absolute 
width differences, it can compare experiences of 
men and women who wear wide sizes. Men and 
women reported wearing wide sizes at similar 
frequencies, but 21% of women who always wear 
wide sizes selected “I can rarely or never find shoes 
made for my gender in my size,” more than 3 times 
the number of women who don’t wear wide sizes. 
Combined with responses to “I wear both men's and 
women's shoes to give me more size and fit options,” 
43% of women who always wear wide sizes reported 
sometimes or always wear men’s shoes for fit 
purposes. Comparing the availability of wide sizes in 
men’s and women’s hiking shoes renders these results 
unsurprising. Overwhelmingly, shoe makers offer 
fewer wide options for women than men.



SHOE SIZE 
&GENDER

US Shoe size

The inner, green distribution aligns with responses to the 
“wears both genders for size” statement, given that the 
smallest men’s sizes correspond to women’s 8-8.5, but this 
alone reveals little. The figures below are aimed at 
visualizing how many people wear a single gender 
without any complaints and how many explicitly oppose 
or do not have their needs fully met by the gendered 
footwear system. In addition to the two gender-related 
statements already mentioned, I also asked if people 
agree with “I wear both men's and women's shoes to give 
me more style options.” and “I wish all shoes were 
unisex.” I placed those who agree with the unisex 
statement in the “Wants unisex” group regardless of other
responses as this view most directly opposes the current 
gendered footwear system. Then I grouped those who 
cannot wear their desired gender, as they are most 

severely underserved by this system. The other, purple 
categories represent people who wear both genders for 
more style or fit options but did not agree with the unisex 
footwear statement. 

Unsurprisingly, this biggest split in wanting unisex shoes was 
between gender identity, with 48% of non-cis individuals 
wanting unisex shoes, 3 times the number of cis women. 
Additionally, only 18% of non-cis respondents are able to 
wear just their desired gender. Men who wear smaller sizes 
expressed challenges, but overwhelming cis men are able 
to wear only men’s footwear.  Although shoe size was 
very tied to wearing both gender or being unable to wear 
one’s desired gender, there was no strong relationship 
between shoe size and wanting unisex shoes. 

The US women’s shoe size and US men’s shoe size 
questions on the survey were both optional and 
prefaced with “(If applicable).”  Most people gave just 
one size, but 101 gave a men’s and women’s size. To 
coherently represent the distribution of shoe sizes, I 
picked one size per person to determine which bucket 
they will appear in, the one that corresponds to their 
gender identity if given and their sex at birth if not, and 
used colors to indicate people who also gave another 
size. The bell shapes show men and women’s sizes 
aligning with male and female foot length, which differs 
on average by 3 sizes. US women’s 8-8.5 and US men’s 
10-10.5, the most common sizes, differ by roughly 3 sizes. 

Gendered
Footwear
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MEASURING 
EXPERIENCES

“I always have few footwear options because of my foot 
size or width.”

Given the interconnectedness of sex, 
gender, and footwear, the fact that 
many transgender individuals are
unable to wear shoes consistent with 
their gender expression is unsurprising. 
Some dismiss this as a small matter 
when it comes to hiking. “The trail 
doesn’t care, right?” My experiences 
helping trans men and women find 
hiking footwear have shown me that 
this is a serious challenge that heaps 
onto transgender individuals’ many 
barriers to the outdoor sports world, and 
I hoped the data would support this.  21 
of 1488 respondents, roughly 1.4%, 
identified as transgender, larger than I 
expected though still too small to try 
making  characterizations of all trans 
hikers, especially because transgender 
men and women have different 
experiences. To make a large enough
group to examine non-cis experiences, I 
group the 44 non-binary and 
transgender respondents together.

“Gendered footwear makes the process of finding hiking 
shoes much more difficult.”

Features challenged to find Foot conditions

The survey had 8 statements with 5 possible responses ranging from 
“Completely disagree” to “Completely agree.” Though I did not label the 
middle 3 options, I have interpreted them as “Disagree,”  “No opinion,” 
and “Agree.” The statements above were strongly correlated with
gender identity and the responses corroborate the story told by other 
results: men’s footwear serves male feet decently well, women’s footwear 
serves female feet less well, and the system serves non-cis individuals 
poorly. That 50% of trans and non-binary respondents strongly agreed 
with the second statement is expected—non-cis individuals are 
challenged by a ciscentric system—yet I hope identifying this problem so 
concretely will aid the endeavor to remove this serious hurdle to inclusion 
in the outdoors.

I created the statement questions to characterize how positive or 
negative someone’s experience with hiking shoes has been and in what 
ways it has been negative. This is important in deciding what needs fixing. 
I can identity groups that are most likely wear both men and women’s 
shoes, for example, but calling this a problem is a leap without additional 
data. In this case, the additional data, on the left, only weakly connects 
wearing both men and women’s shoes with a less positive experience.

“I'm happy with the footwear I currently use for hiking 
and backpacking.”

The groups I’ve looked at so far, of foot shapes, size 
buckets, and genders, are far from the only with 
footwear challenges. Some others have significant
difficulties, such as those with foot conditions, but as 
these are already widely studied by doctors, I chose 
to not delve deeply here. When looking at responses 
to statements going forward, I include the groups 
above to put results in context with the larger range 
of responses. The ‘Features challenged to find’ 
groups are based off of responses to a question 
“Check any that you are consistently challenged to 
find in hiking footwear.” I chose just a few of the 
options, most unrelated to foot shapes and 
conditions for variety’s sake. While groups in the 
same category are mutually exclusive, groups in 
different categories are not. As a few of these 
groups are very small, I consider their responses to be 
only very loosely indicative of that group.



“Foot pain or blisters 
are a consistent 
problem for me 
when hiking.”

“I'm happy with 
the footwear I 
currently use for 
hiking and 
backpacking.”

Foot conditions

Foot shapes

Gender identity

Foot conditions

Features challenged to find

Foot shapes

Gender identity

HAPPINESS & PAIN

Features challenged to find



“I have spent a lot of time, 
effort, and/or money 
trying to find hiking 
footwear that works for 
me.”

“I would pay more if I could 
find footwear that better 
suits my needs.” 

RESOURCES & EFFORT

Foot conditions

Features challenged to find

Foot shapes

Gender identity

Foot conditions

Features challenged to find

Foot shapes

Gender identity


